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ABSTRACT: Network attacks pose a significant threat to the security and integrity of computer networks. The ability 

to predict and prevent these attacks is crucial for maintaining a secure network environment. Supervised machine 

learning techniques have emerged as effective tools for network attack prediction due to their ability to analyse large 

amounts of network data and identify patterns indicative of malicious activity. We present a comprehensive analysis of 

supervised machine learning techniques for the prediction of network attacks. We collect and pre-process the data, 

extracting relevant features and transforming them into a suitable format for machine learning algorithms.  

 

We evaluate the performance of these algorithms. We investigate the interpretability of the trained models to gain 

insights into the underlying patterns and characteristics of network attacks. This allows network administrators to 

understand the nature of attacks and develop appropriate defences strategies. Additionally, we discuss the challenges 

and limitations associated with the application of supervised machine learning techniques in the domain of network 

attack prediction, such as the need for real-time analysis and the emergence of sophisticated evasion techniques. 

 
KEYWORDS: Wireless Networks, Network Security, Intrusion Detection, Cyber Attacks, Supervised Learning, 

Machine Learning. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

The most devastating and complicated attack in a wireless sensor network is the Wormhole attack. In this attack, the 

attacker keeps track of the packets and makes a tunnel with other nodes of different communication networks, and thus 

the attacker passes the packets through this tunnel. And the outsider attack can be prevented by authentication and 

encryption techniques by launching a Sybil attack on the sensor network. In WSN the routing protocols in network has 

a unique identity. The figure demonstrates Sybil attack where an attacker node‗AD' is present with multiple identities. 
 

II. OBJECTIVES 
 

Use supervised machine learning algorithms to detect unauthorized access or malicious activities within a wireless 

network. This could involve classifying network traffic into normal and abnormal categories, allowing for the 

identification of potential security threats. Train supervised machine learning models to identify anomalous behavior or 

patterns within wireless network traffic. This could help in detecting previously unseen attacks or deviations from 

normal network behavior Utilize supervised machine learning techniques to classify different types of network traffic, 

such as distinguishing between web browsing, email communication, streaming media, etc. This classification can aid 

in understanding network usage and identifying potentially malicious activities. 

 

III. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 

Title: Evaluation of Machine Learning Algorithms for Intrusion Detection System in WSN 
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Technology has revolutionized into connecting “things” together with the rebirth of the global network called Internet 

of Things (IoT). This is achieved through Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) which introduces new security challenges 

for Information Technology (IT) scientists and researchers. This paper addresses the security issues in WSN by 

establishing potential automated solutions for identifying associated risks. It also evaluates the effectiveness of various 

machine learning algorithms on two types of datasets, mainly, KDD99 and WSN datasets. The aim is to analyze and 

protect WSN networks in combination with Firewalls, Deep Packet Inspection (DPI), and Intrusion Prevention Systems 

(IPS) all specialized for the overall protection of WSN networks. Multiple testing options were investigated such as 

cross validation and percentage split. Based on the finding, the most accurate algorithm and the least time processing 

were suggested for both datasets. 

 

IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
 

 
 

V. IMPLEMENTATION 
 

Framework Django is a web framework from Python language. Django provides a library and a collection of codes that 

can be used to build websites, without the need to do everything from scratch. But Framework Django still doesn't use 

the Model View Controller (MVC) method. Django-RESTful is an extension for Django that provides additional 

support for building REST APIs. You will never be disappointed with the time it takes to develop an API. Django-

Restful is a lightweight abstraction that works with the existing ORM/libraries. Django-RESTful encourages best 

practices with minimal setup. 

 

Start Using an API 

1. Most APIs require an API key. ... 

2. The easiest way to start using an API is by finding an HTTP client online, like REST-Client, Postman, or Paw. 

3. The next best way to pull data from an API is by building a URL from existing API documentation. 

 

Parameters 

 rule (str) – The URL rule string. 

 endpoint (Optional[str]) – The endpoint name to associate with the rule and view function. Used when routing 

and building URLs. Defaults to view_func.__name__. 

 view_func (Optional[Callable]) – The view function to associate with the endpoint name. 

https://docs.python.org/3/library/stdtypes.html#str
https://docs.python.org/3/library/stdtypes.html#str
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VI. RESULTS 

 

 

 
 

VII. CONCLUSION 
 

The analytical process started from data cleaning and processing, missing value, exploratory analysis and finally model 

building and evaluation. The best accuracy on public test set is higher accuracy score will be find out by comparing 

each algorithm with type of all WSN Attacks for future prediction results by finding best connections. This brings some 

of the following insights about diagnose the network attack of each new connection. To presented a prediction model 

with the aid of artificial intelligence to improve over human accuracy and provide with the scope of early detection. It 

can be inferred from this model that, area analysis and use of machine learning technique is useful in developing 

prediction models that can helps to network sectors reduce the long process of diagnosis and eradicate any human error.  
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